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T1K&TWERArrURE RELATIONSHIPS WHICH PRODUCE

'1, PRJET No. 1.4 -. Methods, of Protection Against Flash Burns - SUP-
pieUital Renort, on Time-temperature Relationships which Produce Hot Air

a. Autbority - lot Ind., Headquarters, Armored Corznd, 700ii2/1

(20 Sept. C4>) MO'HD to Letter 400.1.12/6 GNU (25 Sept. 43).

b. lls - To iobtain fwundamstal data useful in appraising the
dapger to crew members from fires in tanks,

2. DISCUSSION:

. I of A flash burn may be produced by exposure of the skin to veryhot
*gases o-.cn though the duration of c~ontact is extremely shnirt. Temperatures

causing flash burns are estimated to be in the neighborhood of 1500iCwith
an exposure time of 0.01 secondt or less. Such flashes may be encountered in
tanks. From available reports it seems that the initial flash is followed
by a short period before general conflagration starts-if it does start..
Once started, if not put under C( utrol, the tank fire increases the air temp-
erature to values of lOGQ0?T and above in a few seconds' In order to obtain
a clearer understanding of the jroblam. it seemed desirable to know the time-
temperature rolationship necessary to produce incipient and moderately severe
burns firm~ hot gases of temperatures wnder l500OC- hoese data were obtained
experimentally by a procedure described o.i -- and are-reported-in graphic
for&-in- Fig.-4.

.. .3. CONCLUSIONS:

~.The time-temperature relationship necessary for hot air,. at
temperatures between 1000C (211"F and 500C (9320 F) to produce fl~rst or

..second degree burns on human forearms are as shown in Fig. 1. The time-
temeraurerelationship for first degmae burns may b&~ expressed by the fo=13 a:
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wher* T z temperature '00 of hot alill, and t =time of exposure seconds.
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relatively low temperature range tested is quite short in coaparison with
observed tank evacuation times, continued vigilance must oe maintained to
protect tank crows by providing adequate fire-fighting equipment, by insist-
ing on use of proper clothing, protective crem., and by ensuring adequates
easily-opened exits.
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APPENDI A

IITS$T PEOMML
a. Twenty-five (25) soldier volunteers were selected fcr thisstudy. 71s men included blonds, brunettes and rod-heads, light-skinned anddu•u-askinned men. and men with and without large quantities of hair on theirfcivarmas Tlheir ages ranged from 18-32 years and averaged 25 years. EachembJect was exposed to the heat source at a fixed temperature for five

different lengths of time ranging from that, wnich would give no burn to that
which would giv, a second-degree burn (approximate burning times at each of
five temperatures were pre-determined on rabbits and on the experimentors).The group was divided into five sub-groups--each one being tested at a *adifferent temperature. The final results include 25 burn exposures on fivesubjects at each of five different temperatures. The apparatus used isdescribed in Appendix B. First-dogra burns are defined as areas of hýiperemia'hch persist for at least 24 hours and second-degree burms, those lesionsconsisting of ... eremi. plus gross vesication apparent at 24 hours. The-xposur .were on the dorsal aspect of the forearm; three on the right -aid twoon teleft.

2. RWETS :
a. The exposure temperatures were 1000 C, 200o, 3o, 4)00 0 , and 500C',.At each temperature there was a minimum time of expoaure below which no burnwas produced. At the upper end of this time period, there is a short intervalof exposure which will produce no burn but, which will produce an initialhyperomia apparent within 15 minutes and of duration less than 24 hours. Thetime distribution of this phenomenon is shown in Chart 1. It is clearly asimple logarithmic function of time and temperature and shows little individualvariation*.

b. The time required to produce first-degree burns at any of thesetemperatures is only slightly longer than the erythema described above but showsconsiderably wider individual variation. Not only was there variation in thetime required to burn at any given temperature but the size of burn varied amogdifferent individuals at a constant time of exposure. Hairiness appeared togive greater protection than depth of skin color. Light-skinned, non-hairy manburned more readily than either dark-skinned or pink-skinned red-heads. Thesevariations how4ver, appear to be too small to be of practicaZ sigrnificance.

c. Secor.d-degree burns showed even wider variations than first-degreeburns but the pattern of susceptibility did not change appreciably. Fin)-- skinned men with little haIr (red) appear to vesicate most iaaily. Blond hair.lets men rank second, blond hairy men third. Dark-skinned hairy men appear tobe the least susceptible. These variations also are probably of little practicalimportance.

d. Third-degree burns (charring) were not studied.
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a, Tempe.:ures above 5600C (approx. 100CPF) were not studied because
exposure times of less than 0.06 seconds are required to burn. This is less
than the best of human reaction times for all movements except the eye-lids
(0.05 see.) and exposures to such temperstures will always burn unprotected
skin be•ore the exposed part can be withdrawn.
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APPENDIX B

Hot air burns were produced at controlled temperatures and for controlled
short periods bf time. The air used to produce the btrne was heated in a
Fisher superheater-a bronze casting 6" x 2-3/4" x 3/4". Heat was suppllod
and controlled by two gas-air burners, cne above and the other bolow'; t43 Super-

heater. By adjusting the burners it -,as possible to maintain any desired
temperature within a range of 1000 C to 5000C. The 1Low of the air passed
through the superheater was maintained at 6 liters per minute. Preliminary
trials showed that at this rate a maximum temperature was obtained with a given
abmont of beat. The outlet tube of the superheater was I cm. in diameter and
was partially projected through a 2$" diameter hole in a double 'rausite wall
mounted on the edge of a table. A bliding shutter mounted between the transite
walls was attached to an electric timer. The shutter had an oblong hole in it
that could be pulled rapidly or slowly across the hole in the double *all, thus
allowing the hot air to pass through ad st.-ike the arm of the subject held
against the w&ll. The shutter-timer asseml ly would record accurately the time

. of exoWse to within 0.01 second. The temperature of the air was measured
by an iron-constantan thermocouple and potentiometer at the point at which the
air would hit the sakin on the subject.
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"-4 TIME-- TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS WHICH PRODUCE HOT AIR BURNS ON HUMAN SKIN
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